Exact expressions for the wavelengths where maxima occur in the spectral distribution curves of blackbody radiation for a number of different dispersion rules are given in terms of the Lambert W function. These dispersion rule dependent "Wien peaks" are compared to those wavelengths obtained in a setting independent of the dispersion rule chosen where the "peak" wavelengths are taken to be those obtained on dividing the total radiation intensity emitted from a blackbody into a given percentile. The account provides a simple yet accessible example of the growing applicability of the Lambert W function in physics. Keywords: blackbody radiation, Wien peaks, Lambert W function, polylogarithm.
Introduction
In the analysis of the spectral distribution of blackbody radiation, the wavelengths λ max where maxima in Planck's spectral distribution law B D (T ) occur have, and continue to remain, of particular interest [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . As is well known [14] , such maxima occur at different wavelengths depending on the type of dispersion rule, D, chosen. Such a choice, however, is completely arbitrary and lay in it usefulness [10] . Such arbitrariness in the choice of dispersion rule becomes apparent when one recognises that the Planck function B D (T ) is a density distribution function which is defined differentially by
So regardless of the particular dispersion rule chosen, all possible B D (T ) still represent the same physical blackbody radiation spectrum. Eq. (1) makes it clear that B D (T ) is differential in nature. Planck's function B D (T ) therefore gives the intensity of the emitted radiation (power emitted per unit area) per unit physical quantity interval D from a blackbody at absolute temperature T and not the intensity of the emitted radiation as a function of the physical quantity D.
In this paper we consider eight common dispersion rules and show how the maxima in the continuous spectra for each can be expressed in closed form in terms of the recently defined Lambert W function [15, 16] . The eight dispersion rules we consider are summarized in Table 1 . In naming each of the respective maxima we follow that given in Ref. [10] . Here, the peak in the spectrum resulting from the linear wavelength dispersion rule has historically been referred to as Wien's displacement law while all other peaks in the spectra resulting from any other type of dispersion rule are simply referred to as a Wien peak.
Since dW D represents the power in the differential interval dD, each of the different representations for dW D in Table 1 must correspond to each other since the powers must be equal. This should come as no surprise since what we are dealing with here is simple energy conservation. If we recall that the total intensity I (power per unit area) emitted from a blackbody at temperature T is obtained by integrating dW D over its entire range this becomes apparent since it gives the familiar Stefan-Boltzmann law
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Here the constant σ is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant while the integration of the solid angle Ω is taken over the half-sphere.
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It should be noted that moving from a frequency representation ν to a wavelength representation λ, or vice versa, is not simply a matter of substituting ν = c/λ into Planck's function. 3 Instead, since the Planck function is a density distribution function which is defined differentially, it is the differential dν = −c/λ 2 dλ which needs to be substituted when moving between the two representations. Here the minus sign can be ignored since it is an artifact resulting from the direction of integration taken in Eq. (2) [4] .
On finding the dispersion rule dependent Wien peaks, we compare these to what can be thought of as a peak wavelength obtained in a setting independent of the dispersion rule chosen. Here such a "peak" is taken to be the wavelength obtained on dividing the total radiation intensity I emitted by a blackbody at a given temperature into a given percentile. The corresponding dispersion rule giving each of these so-called percentile peaks can then be found on matching the percentile and Wien peak wavelengths.
The purpose of the present paper is two-fold. Firstly, we wish to raise awareness of the growing importance of the Lambert W function in the field of physics. Many authors continue to remain unaware that all the Wien peaks resulting from any arbitrary dispersion rule can be written in closed form in terms of the now familiar Lambert W function, despite a recent publication of a closed-form expression for Wien's displacement constant b in Wien's displacement law λ max T = b [18] . 4 Secondly, while many examples from physics where the Lambert W function arises have now been found (see, e.g., Refs. [18, [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] ), the problem of determining closed-form expressions for the Wien peaks provides what is undoubtedly the simplest illustration of the use of this function in physics.
Exact analytic expressions for the Wien peaks
Starting out with the well-known expression for the Planck function in the linear wavelength spectral representation, namely
all other spectral distribution functions in any other equivalent representation can be found. The fundamental constants h, c, and k B are Planck's constant, the speed of light in a vacuum, and Boltzmann's constant respectively. The positions of maxima in the spectral distribution functions for blackbody radiation give the so-called Wien peaks. These are obtained by taking the derivative of B D with respect to either the wavelength (in the wavelength representation) or the frequency (in the frequency representation) and equating the result to zero. When this is done, regardless of the spectral representation one is working in, the following equation results
Here m > 1 and depends on the dispersion rule chosen (see Table 2 ). Setting u = hc/(k B λT ) and rearranging algebraically, Eq. (3) reduces to the more compact transcendental equation
The solution to the above transcendental equation can be expressed in closed form in terms of the Lambert W function. The Lambert W function, denoted by W(z), is defined to be the inverse of the function f (z) = ze z satisfying
Referred to as the defining equation for the Lambert W function, Eq. (5) has infinitely many solutions 2 Explicitly, if the surface of a blackbody is taken to lie in the xy-plane, denoting the angle to the zenith by ϕ and the azimuthal angle by θ, then
cos ϕ sin ϕ dϕ = π. 3 The interpretation of the Planck function has a long and venerable reputation of leading many an author astray. In the past many have made the egregious mistake of referring to the Planck function as an 'intensity function of either the wavelength or frequency', often belied by its true differential nature. Instead, its correct differential interpretation as an 'intensity per unit wavelength or frequency interval' is pertinent in understanding why it is not possible to simply substitute ν = c/λ into Planck's function when moving between the two representations. For further discussion on this point, see Refs. [1] and [17] . 4 Interestingly, an alternative closed-form expression for the Wien displacement constant in Wien's displacement law that makes no use of the Lambert W function but instead calculates b explicitly using a method based on Cauchy's integral theorem is given in Ref. [19] .
(most of which are complex) and is therefore multivalued. If its argument is real, Eq. (5) can have either one unique positive real root W 0 (x) if x ≥ 0 except for W 0 (0) = 0; two negative real roots W 0 (x) and W −1 (x) if −1/e < x < 0; one negative real root W 0 (−1/e) = W −1 (−1/e) = −1 if x = −1/e; and no real roots if x < −1/e. By convention, the branch satisfying W(x) ≥ −1 is taken to be the principal branch and is denoted by W 0 (x) while the branch satisfying W(x) ≤ −1 is known as the secondary real branch and is denoted by W −1 (x).
Returning to the problem of determining the Wien peaks, as Eq. (4) 
Closed-form expressions for the wavelengths of the Wien peaks in terms of the Lambert W function immediately follow. They are given by In the case of Wien's displacement law, Wien's displacement constant b was first expressed in closed form in terms of the Lambert W function in [18] . It corresponds to the m = 5 (linear wavelength spectral representation) case in Eq. (7). Table 2 contains a summary of results for the Wien peaks for all eight dispersion rules considered in this paper. Note the Wien peak in both the logarithmic frequency and wavelength spectral representations are equal and as such is often referred to as the wavelength-frequency neutral peak.
In addition to the elegance which an explicit expression for the Wien peaks provides, the availability of analyticity facilitates further analysis due to its new gained mathematical convenience. It is instructive to plot λ max T as a function of the dispersion rule parameter m, as described by Eq. (7). In Fig. 1 we plot the dimensionless quantity λ max T /(hc/k B ) as a function of m. The figure shows the expected shifting in the peak wavelength λ max in the Planck function from shorter wavelengths in any of the wavelength representations (m ≥ 4) to longer wavelengths in the frequency representations (1 < m ≤ 4). The cut-off point which is seen to occur at m = 1 indicates that any frequency representation at or above that of a frequency-cubed no longer contains a peak in its spectral distribution function. No physical significance however should be attached to this cut-off point. It just tells us that the Planck function will no longer be a singly peaked function if a dispersion rule in the frequency representation at or above that of a frequency-cubed is chosen. Physically, the total intensity I emitted from a blackbody at a given temperature T must remain unchanged, regardless of the particular dispersion rule chosen, this being a consequence of the Stefan-Boltzmann law. Here the vertical axis has been normalised so it appears as a dimensionless quantity. A cut-off point where peaks are no longer found in the spectral distribution curves of blackbody radiation is seen to occur for values of m at and below one.
Dispersion rule independent percentile peaks
Which Wien peak one uses depends on the application one has in mind. The conventional choice is the peak given by Wien's displacement law as found within the linear wavelength spectral representation. Often it is however more convenient to define a wavelength that can be thought of as a "peak" of sorts, yet is independent of the dispersion rule chosen. Here such a peak is taken as the wavelength (or frequency) that divides the total radiation intensity into a certain percentilep, where 0 ≤p ≤ 1. As alluded to in the introduction we refer to these wavelengths as the percentile peaks and will denote them by λp. For example, in the often used median case,p = 0.5 and the percentile peak is the wavelength that divides the total radiation intensity into two equal halves. Once the percentile peak is found it in turn can be used to determine the type of dispersion rule Planck's spectral distribution law would correspond to. Here matching the percentile peak wavelength to an equivalent Wien peak allows such a determination to be made. The peak wavelength that divides the total radiation intensity into a certain percentilep is found on solving
As Eq. (8) is independent of the spectral representation chosen, in the linear wavelength representation one has
Using the change of variable u = hc/(k B λT ), setting α = hc/(kλpT ), and noting that the Stefan-Boltzmann constant σ is given by 2π
The integral appearing in Eq. (10) is evaluated in the appendix. The result is
where Li s (x) is the polylogarithm function [35] . For a givenp, Eq. (11) must be solved numerically to find α. Once α is known the percentile peak wavelength follows and is given by λpT = hc/(k B α). The percentile peak wavelengths can be related back to a Planck function corresponding to a particular dispersion rule by matching the peak wavelength for a given percentile to the Wien peak. Doing so allows one to associate a given percentilep to an equivalent dispersion rule. From Eq. (4), as u = α is the solution we seek, solving for the dispersion rule parameter m yields m = αe α /(e α − 1). The equivalent dispersion rule can now be found as follows. In the frequency representation we set
Similarly, in the wavelength representation we set D = f (λ) = λ γ so that
In each case, substituting for dW {ν β ,λ γ } into Eq. (2) and solving for the peak wavelength leads to an equation of the form given by Eq. (7) with the dispersion rule parameter m given by
As an example, for the median percentile case (p = 0.5), on solving Eq. (11) Table 3 .
Finally, from Eq. (11), it is also possible to find the percentilep corresponding to each of the various Wien peaks. For the eight dispersion rules considered here, they are summarized in Table 4 . Note that while it is possible to express each percentile appearing in Table 4 in exact form in terms of polylogarithms and the Lambert W function, for brevity we give each value forp in decimal form. 
Conclusion
We have shown how the Wien peaks in the spectral distribution curves of blackbody radiation for a number of common dispersion rules can be expressed in closed form in terms of the recently defined Lambert W function. The dispersion rule dependent Wien peaks were then compared to the so-called percentile peaks, a dispersion rule independent peak wavelength of sorts, obtained as that which divides the total radiation intensity emitted from a blackbody into a given percentile. Associating an equivalent percentile to each Wien peak for the eight different dispersion rules considered was then made. The Lambert W function has recently emerged as one of the important special functions of mathematical physics. By bringing the function to the attention of a wider audience through an accessible example, as was provided here, we hope one will be sufficiently convinced of the usefulness of such a function to warrant its adoption and further use in physics. Here recognition and familiarity are important if any function is to be put to greater use. While we recognise mathematical functions in themselves are not expected to uncover any new physics, as was seen here, those who choose to work with such a function benefit from having access to an existing body of mathematical knowledge. The continued usefulness of such a function is therefore expected to lay in helping to elucidate the physics involved in a particular problem, which in the past, may have otherwise proved difficult to extract.
